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1. The project participants confirmed their decision to publish the article Social 

responsibility of citizens and authorities under the conditions of the Donbas line of 

delimitation (ethical and mental aspects) in the special issue Coronavirus and the 

Future of Liberalism in the Czech Journal of International Relations, which will be 

based on the pandemic materials (on the initiative of A. Makarychev). 

 

 

2. The Hybrid war glossary is being prepared. To compile the glossary the 

following printed publications are used:  

- Voronchuk E., Nikolaeva L. Glossary of international and political terms 

(Ukrainian-Spanish-French). Kyiv, 2011. 136 p. 

- Gorbulin V. World hybrid war: Ukrainian front. Kharkiv, 2017. 489-494 pp. 

There are some terms introduced by the project participants, for example, 

asymmetric war, the strategy of "a new generation war", the strategic doctrine of 

Sweden, etc. 

 

3. On May 14, 2020, within the XVIII Interregional Scientific and Practical 

Conference of Young Scientists and Postgraduate Students "Research of young 

scientists in the field of humanities" a special section "History as an Object for 

Hybrid Treats" was formed. The project materials of European partners from the 

University of Coimbra (Portugal) were used to prepare the talking points and 

students’ abstracts. 

 

4. The collection of abstracts Bulletin of the Student Scientific Society of Horlivka 

Institute for Foreign Languages: a collection of scientific papers: In 2 vols. 

Bakhmut: GIIM, 2020. Vol. 2. Literary Studies. History. Pedagogy. Methodology. 

Psychology. 317 p. » (electronic edition) was based on the conference materials. 

 

5. At the meeting of the editorial board of the collection of scientific works Faces 

of History (ISSN print 2708-0692, ISSN online 2708-1249; editor in chief 



Dokashenko V., secretary in charge Kontsur V.) it was decided to start the new 

rubric Civilization challenges and hydride threats. 

 

6. On October 23-24, 2020, the IV International Scientific and Practical 

Conference "Bakhmut Antiquity: Local Lore Studies" will take place including the 

section Civilization challenges and hydride threats. 

 

7. The project participants will take part in the III All-Ukrainian Scientific and 

Practical Internet conference "Ukrainian society under the war conditions: modern 

challenges and perspectives of peacekeeping" (June 22, 2020). 

 

8. The сourse History of International Relations was updated (normative discipline 

of the master’s program; the authors are Dokashenko G., Kontsur V.) using project 

materials. 
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